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Instruction DECORATIVE BOTTLE COOLER 
Degree of difficulty



 Size: 35 cm x Ø 11 cm

 Q Sew-all Thread in matching colours
 Q Sewing thread Cotton 30, 300 m multicolour
 Q Cotton fabric 145 cm wide,                                 
Collection LIGHT BREEZE: 

 Q 0.35 m magnolia pattern in nude/light pink/
green

 Q 0.40 m cotton fabric in cyclamen
 Q 1.00 m corded ribbon in pink, 15 mm

 Q Silver-coloured zipper in pink, 25 cm long
 Q Drawstring stopper in white
 Q 0.50 m round elastic with Ø 3 mm
 Q Thermofleece coupon (e.g. by Buttinette) 
 Q 0.40 m fabric inlay G 710, 90 cm wide 
 Q Card in light pink, approx. 6 cm x 3 cm   
(or ready-made hanger label)

 Q Stick-on reinforcement rings
 Q Baking parchment
 Q 5 cm embroidery interfacing, 60 cm wide, 
e.g. Ultra Stable or Tear Easy

 Q 5 cm Bondaweb, 90 cm wide, optional 
0.40 m Wundaweb

 Q Sewing machine
 Q Iron
 Q Scissors
 Q Compass
 Q Ruler
 Q Tape measure
 Q Tailor’s chalk or fabric marker pen
 Q Pins
 Q Hole-punch

Instruction DECORATIVE BOTTLE COOLER  

 Materials from Gütermann  In addition  Tools

 Pattern

Draw base with Ø 11 cm and cut it out

Cut all pieces with a seam allowance of 1 cm.

 Cutting

 Q Magnolia pattern: outer cover 34.5 cm x 30 cm (1x); 
base (2x)

 Q Cotton fabric: lining 34.5 cm x 30 cm (1x)
 Q Insulating fleece: 34.5 cm x 24 cm                                     
(cut without seam allowances)

 Q Fabric inlay: 34.5 cm x 30 cm (2x); base (2x)
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1. Lay the coated side of the fabric inlays onto the reverse of the outer cover 
fabric, the lining and the base pieces. Cover with a damp cloth and press 
down with the iron for 12 seconds at a time without pushing the iron. Leave 
to cool for approximately 30 minutes prior to further processing.

2. Cut 2 corded ribbons, each 36 cm long. From the embroidery facing simi-
larly cut 2 strips, each 36 cm long and approx. 1 cm wide. Iron Ultra Stable 
to the wrong side of the corded ribbons or when embroidering place Tear Easy 
on the wrong side. On the right side of the ribbons mark the lengthwise centre 
line. On the machine, select an embroidery stitch, such as star stitch. Use 
Sew-all Thread for the bobbin thread. Thread the Cotton 30 Multicolour into 
the upper thread guide on the machine. Embroider along the centre line on 
both corded ribbons.
 

3. Cut 2 corded ribbon lengths of 4 cm each (without decorative stitching) 
and fold them down the middle. Lay the folded edge around the open ends of 
the zipper tapes so the ends are no longer visible. Attach this to the ribbons 
using pins and stitch lengthwise. Lay the top fabric and the lining together 
with right sides facing. Slide half of the zipper tape between the top fabric 
and the lining from the transverse mark ‘Zipper’. The teeth are positioned 
between the two layers of fabric and the edge of the tape is on the cut edge 
of the pattern pieces. Pin in place. Begin the topstitching at the middle of 
the upper cross edge and stitch the side seam (leaving a tunnel opening) and 
catch the zipper tape from there on. Process the second half of the zipper 
tape on the opposite side in the same way.

4. Trim the seam allowances on the upper and side edges and clip the cor-
ners at an angle. Turn the cover. Form the seams and corners correctly while 
folding the seam allowances on the tunnel seam to the inside. Slide the cover 
over a sleeve board and iron, pressing the top fabric away from the zipper. 
Mark the upper and lower tunnel seams all around. Starting at the tunnel 
opening above the end of the zipper stitch parallel seams along the markings.  

5. Slide the insulating fleece from the open lower edge into the cover until it 
reaches the tunnel seam. On the lower edge the seam allowance on the top 
fabric and lining will extend beyond the insulating fleece. Pin in place all around 
from the outside. 
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6. Trim 2 strips of Bondaweb or Wundaweb, each to a width of 1-1.5 cm 
and a length of 36 cm. Iron Bondaweb or Wundaweb with baking parchment 
on to the wrong side of the embroidered ribbons. Peel off the baking parch-
ment. Following the dimensions in the schematic drawing pin the corded rib-
bons on to the jacket, folding the upper ends under the ribbon, so that a loop, 
1 cm wide, protrudes at the upper edge. At the lower edge finish, the ribbons 
flush with the seam allowances. Iron on the ribbons. Stitch the ribbons on 
close to the edge on the sides, catching in the insulating fleece and omitting 
the tunnel.

7. Trim the lower edge of the bottle cover. Lay the base pieces together with 
wrong sides facing and trim along the outer edge. Fold the base into quarters 
and iron in the fold lines to mark them. Pin the lower edge of the cover to the 
base, aligning the quarter marks to the zipper and the grosgrain ribbons. Sew 
around the seam.

8. Insert the round elastic into the tunnel using a safety pin. Thread both 
ends through the stopper. Knot the ends of the elastic after the stopper to 
prevent them slipping through. Knot the hanger label onto the zipper closure 
ring with the cotton thread.
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